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Abstract

Location and trajectory data are routinely collected to generate valuable

knowledge about users’ pattern behavior. However, releasing location data may

jeopardize the privacy of the involved individuals. Differential privacy is a

powerful technique that prevents an adversary from inferring the presence or

absence of an individual in the original data solely based on the observed data.

The first challenge in applying differential privacy in location is that a it usually

involves a single user. This shifts the adversary’s target to the user’s locations

instead of presence or absence in the original data. The second challenge is that

the inherent correlation between location data, due to people’s movement

regularity and predictability, gives the adversary an advantage in inferring

information about individuals. In this paper, we review the differentially private

approaches to tackle these challenges. Our goal is to help newcomers to the field

to better understand the state-of-the art by providing a research map that

highlights the different challenges in designing differentially private frameworks

that tackle the characteristics of location data. We find that in protecting an

individual’s location privacy, the attention of differential privacy mechanisms

shifts to preventing the adversary from inferring the original location based on

the observed one. Moreover, we find that the privacy-preserving mechanisms

make use of the predictability and regularity of users’ movements to design and

protect the users’ privacy in trajectory data. Finally, we explore how well the

presented frameworks succeed in protecting users’ locations and trajectories

against well-known privacy attacks.

Keywords: Location; Trajectory; Differential privacy

Introduction

With the help of sensing technology advancement and the popularity of location-

based applications, location data is becoming ubiquitous. Global positioning sys-

tems (GPS), wireless sensor networks (WSN), and social media geo-tagged locations

generate daily data that covers millions of peoples and large distances. Typically,

service providers collect users location data then store, analyze, and share it with

other third parties. The collected data is characterized by the 5Vs (Volume, Velocity,

Variety, Value and Veracity) of big data.

Given the tremendous business opportunities, it is not a surprise that big com-

panies such as Google, Apple, Microsoft, and Facebook are interested in users’

locations. However, location sharing comes with privacy risks that might lead to

stalking, fraud, or kidnapping. Companies in the US are legally required to disclose

their data collection and usage practices, and can be fined in case of compliance
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Figure 1: Location and trajectory data flow: analysis is performed on the data

collected from end users, including aggregation and mining. Privacy risks are

present in every step.

failure [1]. And recently, Arizona sues Google over allegations it illegally tracked

Android smartphone users’ locations even after users shut off location services [2].

Interest in location privacy is very high, and there are many techniques to achieve

it. Traditional location privacy include anonymity [3], data obfuscation [4], com-

putational Private Information Retrieval (PIR) [5]. However, many attacks point

out these privacy techniques weaknesses. For example, anonymity is vulnerable to

background and inference attacks where the adversary analyzes data in order to

gain knowledge about an individual [6] (the user’s location/identity/other sensitive

information). Obfuscation techniques are susceptible to localization attacks where

the adversary estimates the true user’s location based on the obfuscated location [7].

PIR techniques may fall short against access pattern attacks where the adversary

can intercept a user’s query and response pairs and combine these access patterns

with background knowledge to infer the user’s identity [8].

Differential privacy [9] is de-facto technique for private data sharing. It quantifies

the ability of an adversary from differentiating between two observed representa-

tions of the true data that differ in the presence or absence of a single individual.

This concept is defined as indistinguishability. Therefore differential privacy hin-

ders a powerful adversary from inferring private information solely from the private

data representation (obfuscated data, aggregates...). Indistinguishability is usually

achieved by carefully adding noise to the private data before sharing it with un-

trusted entities. However, a straight forward application of differential privacy to

location data is not always possible. In many location-based applications, the ad-

versary might observe the location data at the granularity of individuals, which

requires a revisit of the concept of indistinguishability. This leads us to our first

research question:
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RQ1: How to design differentially private solutions in the context of protect-

ing data with a single individual?

Another aspect of location data is its high predictability compared to general

tabular data [10]. In fact, studies on human mobility show that people spend the

majority of their time in a small set of important locations [11]. Consequently tran-

sitions between important locations are highly regular. This motivates the following

research question:

RQ2: How does differential privacy protect the trajectory of a single user

while taking into account his/her movement predictability?

Several privacy attacks against location information are studied and categorized

depending on the targeted information (single position, identity,...), the adver-

sary’s background information (contextual or temporal information), and the pri-

vacy model (trusted vs untrusted location service provider, trusted vs untrusted

users) [12]. In fact, even when the data is anonymized, meaning that the users iden-

tities are hidden, it might lead to privacy breach where users are re-identified from

anonymized data [13]. Also, it is possible to exploit the uniqueness and regularity

of human mobility to recover individual’s trajectories from the aggregated mobility

data without any prior knowledge [14]. Naturally, the following research question

needs to be asked:

RQ3: How effective is differential privacy in protect against well-known lo-

cation and trajectory attacks?

In this paper, we aim at answering these research questions. We conduct an inves-

tigation to understand the challenges in applying differential privacy methods on

location data and provide directions for researchers to select appropriate methods

for specific problems. More specifically, our contributions are:

1) Provide a holistic status report on the adoption of differential privacy to loca-

tion data.

2) Identify the challenges faced during the different stages of the data flow.

3) Compare the advantages and disadvantage of each solution.

4) Identify research gaps and offer future research directions.

In our previous work [15], we covered only the location privacy aspect. Here, we

extend our work to trajectory privacy as well. The rest of the paper is organized

as follow: Section 1 introduces the review method adopted in the paper, the basic

concepts of location and trajectory data, and differential privacy. We review the

differential privacy solutions for location data in Section 2 following the taxonomy

illustrated in Fig.2a. Section 3 presents the trajectory data privacy as detailed in

Fig.2b. Section 4 presents the future work deduced from the reviewed solutions.

Finally Section 5 concludes the paper.
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(a) Location privacy taxonomy

(b) Trajectory privacy taxonomy

Figure 2: The categorization taxonomy based on the location and trajectory

data flow

1 Background

In this section, we introduce the basics of location and trajectory privacy and dif-

ferential privacy.

1.1 Location and Trajectory Privacy

A location is usually represented as the tuple ¡identity; position; time¿ including

the user’s identity, the spatial information (position), and the temporal information

(time) [16]. In some domains, such as location-based services, the user’s service

queries are also part of his/her location data.

Single locations may be scattered and may not correlate with each other. On the

other hand, a trajectory is a group of locations with strong correlations [16]. In

fact, a trajectory is the path made by the moving entity through the space where

it moves. The path is never made instantly but requires a certain amount of time.

Therefore, time is an inseparable aspect of a trajectory.

From a privacy perspective, we adopt Georgiadou et al. [1] location privacy defi-

nition:
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“Location privacy is the right to control the collection, access, recording,

and usage of an individual’s (location) information and determine when, how,

and to what extent it is processed by others”

This privacy definition is inclusive of location and trajectory data. We further dif-

ferentiate between location privacy, where a single user location is considered in

isolation of the other user’s locations, and trajectory privacy which covers multiple

sequential locations.

1.2 Differential Privacy

Differential privacy [17] is originally formulated in the context of statistical

databases. It is based on the concept of neighbourhood defined as follows:

Definition 1 (Neighbourhood) Two datasets D and D′ are neighbours if they

differ in at most one element. Meaning that one dataset is a subset of the other and

the larger dataset contains exactly one additional row.

A randomization mechanism M satisfies ǫ-differential privacy if the addition or

removal of a single element in the dataset D does not change the probability of the

mechanism outcome by more than some small amount (quantified using the privacy

budget ǫ). More formally:

Definition 2 (Differential Privacy) [17] A randomization mechanism M gives

ǫ-differential privacy for all neighbouring datasets D and D′ and for every set of

outputs O ∈ Range(M), if M satisfies:

Pr[M(D) ∈ O] ≤ eǫ × Pr[M(D′) ∈ O] (1)

1.2.1 Popular Mechanisms

To achieve differential privacy, two popular mechanisms are proposed in [17]:

Laplace and exponential. They perturb the original query q result using random

noise that is calibrated with the privacy budget ǫ and the global sensitivity ∆q

defined as below [18]:

Definition 3 (Global Sensitivity) The global sensitivity of a query q : D → R is:

∆q = max
D,D′

‖ q(D)− q(D′) ‖1 (2)

for all neighbouring D and D′.

Laplace mechanism is based on the Laplace distribution: Lap(x | b) = 1
2be

−
|x|
b

where b is the scale factor. The mechanism uses a scale factor of ∆q

ǫ
.

Laplace mechanism adds noises to the real output using Laplace distribution as

follows:

Definition 4 (Laplace Mechanism) For a query q, a mechanism M(x) = q(x) +

Lap(∆q

ǫ
) satisfies ǫ-differential privacy
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In many applications, the query q may map datasets to strings, strategies, or trees,

which makes the addition of noise no longer sensible. McSherry and Talwar [19]

propose the exponential mechanism to tackle this issue. First, it defines a score

function u : D × R → R that gives a real valued score to each possible output

of the query function. Then, the exponential mechanism selects an output with a

probability proportional to the sensitivity of the score function as follows: e

(
ǫu(d,r)
2∆u

)

.

Another algorithm is introduced to allow users to perturb their data locally before

sharing it with a data curator. This is especially useful in the case where the data

curator is not trusted. The randomized response algorithm allows the user responds

either truthfully or the opposite answer to a sensitive question depending on a

coin flip. It is commonly used in surveys of people’s “yes or no” opinions about

a sensitive question. Because the user gives a randomized response, the surveyors

cannot determine the individual’s true answer, but can still extract useful statistics

[20].

1.2.2 Properties

Differential privacy is a powerful technique that is immune to post-processing. It

is important to note that an adversary cannot increase her knowledge about the

true data of an individual using the output of the privacy mechanism. That is,

an adversary cannot combine a data-independent mapping f with a ǫ-differentially

private mechanism M to gain more knowledge. In other words f ◦ M is also a

ǫ-differentially private mechanism.

Several differentially private mechanisms can be combined in processing the true

data. McSherry et al. [21] introduce two types of mechanism compositions: sequen-

tial and parallel. When a sequence of computations provides differential privacy

in isolation, the final privacy guarantee is said to be the sum of each ǫ-differential

privacy. On the other hand, when the input data is partitioned into disjoint sets,

independent of the original data, the composition is said to be parallel and the

final privacy depends on the worst computation guarantee of the sequence. The two

compositions are formalized as follows:

Theorem 1 (Sequential Composition) Consider mechanisms Mi that provide ǫi-

differential privacy. A sequence of Mi over a dataset D provides Σǫi-differential

privacy.

Theorem 2 (Parallel Composition) Consider mechanisms Mi that provide ǫ-

differential privacy. A sequence of Mi over a set of disjoint datasets Di provides

ǫ-differential privacy.

User-level privacy and event-level privacy are two notions proposed for continual

differential privacy application, such as data streams [9]. Event-level privacy pro-

tects the user at any single event occurring in the data stream. While, user-level

privacy protects the user within the entire data stream.
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2 Location Privacy
As stated above, location privacy is concerned with a single user’s location in iso-

lation of the other user’s locations. In this section, we review the real-time sharing

of a user’s location that occur during the collection phase of the data flow. We also

describe the different approaches during the location analysis for aggregation and

mining.

2.1 Raw Location Sharing

In this setting, the data curator is an untrusted entity, therefore differential privacy

is applied on every user’s location before it reaches the data curator. Let us consider

x and x′ as the user’s true location and the location shared with the data curator

respectively. The goal here is to prevent an adversary from accurately guessing x,

based on the observed x′. This is achieved using a differentially private mechanism

M as illustrated in Fig.3. We summarize the methods to achieve this goal into three

categories: distance-based, obfuscation-based, and anonymity-based methods.

Figure 3: Differentially private mechanisms for raw location sharing report a

private location x′ after processing the true location x

2.1.1 Distance-based Method

Distance-based methods ( [22], [23]) are based on the idea that farther apart lo-

cations should have less privacy influence on each other. It means that through

perturbation any two locations within a given distance produce observations with

similar distributions. Thus adversaries have no way to learn the user’ true location.

The distance between these locations is used to relax the guarantee of indistin-

guishability (Definition 2). This is formalized as follows:

For a privacy mechanism M, the following holds true:

M(x) ≤ eǫdX (x,x′)M(x′)) (3)

where ǫ is the privacy budget, X is the location space, and dX is a distance metric.

When the distance is fixed to a radius r, this definition is coined geo-

indistinguishability [23]. In other words, for a fixed radius r, the location owner

enjoys a privacy guarantee of ǫr, and an observer cannot distinguish between two

originating locations within r based on the observed location. To achieve geo-

indistinguishability, a privacy mechanism must output locations with a probability

that decreases exponentially as the points get further from the owner’s true location.

The planar Laplacian distribution Dǫ centred at x satisfies geo-indistinguishability

as follows:

Dǫ(r, θ) =
ǫ2

2π
re−ǫr (4)
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where r and θ are two random variable that represent the distance and the angle

between the reported location x′ and the true location x respectively, and ǫ is the

privacy budget.

Therefore, to calculate a private location x′, it suffices to draw a point (r, θ) from

Dǫ(r, θ). Since r and θ are independent, the Equation 4 can be rewritten as:

Dǫ(r, θ) =

∫ 2π

0

Dǫ(r, θ)dθ

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Dǫ,Θ

∫ ∞

0

Dǫ(r, θ)dr

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Dǫ,R

Dǫ,Θ =
1

2π

Dǫ,R = ǫ2re−ǫr

where Dǫ,Θ and Dǫ,R correspond to the uniform distribution between [0,2π), and

the Gamma distribution with shape 2 and scale 1/ǫ respectively.

Geo-Indistinguishability presents an intuitive way to incorporate location char-

acteristics into differential privacy by calibrating the degree of indistinguishability

between locations based on their proximity. Therefore it attracts the interest of re-

searchers generating a rich body of literature ( [24], [25], [26], [27], [28], [29], [26], [27],

and [28]). For example, a new randomization algorithm is proposed in [30] based

on linear programming techniques to release locations with better utility than the

planar Laplacian mechanism. Utility is defined in terms of the expected distance

between the real location and the reported location.

Discussion : Distance-based methods answer the research questionRQ1 by shift-

ing the indistinguishability to the observed locations of a single user instead of the

presence or absence of the user. However in continuous location sharing, the adver-

sary can use the correlation or closeness between locations to successfully run an

inference attack such as shown in [31], where the user’s points-of-interests were pre-

dicted with reasonable precision based on the reported noisy locations. Moreover,

in [32], the adversary manages to infer the probability distribution used for location

perturbation based on the released locations. Therefore, the method may fall short

in protecting the user against popular privacy attack (RQ3). Finally, since the in-

ference privacy attack in [31] uses the correlation between consecutive locations, we

also conclude that the distance-based methods require additional improvement to

be used in protecting a trajectory of a single user (RQ2).

2.1.2 Obfuscation-based Method

Data obfuscation is a privacy technique that aims at lowering the sensitive infor-

mation accuracy in a systematic, controlled, and statistically rigorous way while

permitting sufficient calculation accuracy [4]. This concept translates in location

data as sharing an approximation of the true location [33]. Unlike the distance-

based method, there doesn’t have to be a distance correlation between the true and

the shared locations, x and x′ respectively.

Kim et al. [34] use the randomized response algorithm to achieve location obfusca-

tion and satisfy differential privacy. Let O be a set of predefined locations. The true

location x is expressed as a vector of binary values where each index corresponds
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to a known location in O and the bit value shows the presence or absence (1 or 0

respectively) of the user at the indexed location. For example, this representation

may be used in indoor positioning data, where installed devices in fixed locations

send signals to users, and depending on the signal’s strength the user identifies her

current indoor positioning. Then, each user locally applies the randomized response

mechanism (as described in Section 1) on every bit of his/her location vector x be-

fore sharing it with a data curator. In this case, the privacy guarantee is expressed

as follows:

For all pairs of a user’ locations x1 and x2:

P (M(x1) = x′)

P (M(x2) = x′)
= eǫ (5)

where M is the privacy mechanism, ǫ is the privacy budget, x′ is the reported

location, and O is the range of M.

Wang et al. ( [35] and [36]) define an obfuscation matrix that can minimize the

expectation of data uncertainty between the true and obfuscated locations, x and

x′ respectively. The obfuscation matrix is maintained by the data curator, uploaded

by the users, and used locally to obfuscate their locations. The obfuscation matrix

encodes the probabilities of obfuscating any one region to another one. More specif-

ically, the matrix entry [i, j] refers to the probability of mapping the region i to

the region j. Differential privacy is achieved by guaranteeing indistinguishability

between the true location region and the obfuscated one.

Discussion : Similarly to distance-based methods, obfuscation-based methods

shift the indistinguishability to the observed locations of a single user instead of the

presence or absence of the user RQ1. The randomized response method works well

when the set of possible locations is fixed and the user’s movements are limited, such

as in indoor positioning systems. However, it does not take into account the tem-

poral correlation between the user’s locations, which can lead to privacy breaches.

For example, Chen et al. [37] showed that the correlation between locations may

influence the success in inference attacks’ accuracy RQ3. To mitigate this concern,

the obfuscation matrix incorporates the inference error of the optimal attack given

the public prior leakage of a user’s location distribution. The inference attacks also

show that the obfuscation-based methods require additional improvement to be

used in protecting a trajectory of a single user (RQ2).

2.1.3 Anonymity-based Method

The concept of location k-anonymity is introduced in [3]. It uses cloaking algo-

rithm that partitions the space into areas (cloaking regions) that include the loca-

tions of k− 1 other users. This way the adversary cannot distinguish between the k

users. Anonymity-based methods use differential privacy to make the cloaking re-

gions indistinguishable. To achieve this an anonymizing algorithm that collects the

locations of multiple users first generates candidate cloaking regions that contain

at least k users. Then, the algorithm+ applies a randomization model to select the

cloaking region to share as illustrated in Fig.??. Differential privacy is guaranteed

between the set of cloaking regions as follows:

Pr(M(c) ∈ Z) ≤ eǫPr(M(c′) ∈ Z) (6)
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Figure 4: Differentially private anonymizer for sharing locations

where c and c′ are cloaking regions that contain at least k users, Z is the set of all

possible cloaking regions, M is the privacy mechanism, and ǫ is the privacy budget.

Hilbert curve [38] is often used to build the closest cloaking regions [39]. It is a

continuous space-filling curve that maps a multi-dimensional space to one dimen-

sion. For example, in the case of two-dimensional location data, each location is

assigned an index reflecting the order of visit of the Hilbert curve in the two di-

mensional space as illustrated in Fig.5. The indices represent the locations in a

singular dimensional space. The cloaking region is built by generating an area that

includes k indices from the Hilbert curve. One advantage of Hilbert curve is that it

preserves locality: locations close in the two-dimensional space remain close in the

linear Hilbert ordering.

Hilbert curve can be used to build a set of candidate cloaking regions as adopted

in ( [40], [41], and [42], by rotating and shifting the Hilbert curve around the cen-

tre point of the data space. A randomization algorithm (such as the exponential

mechanism) is used to selected from the cloaking regions candidates using a score

function (such as the cloaking region size).

Figure 5: An example of a transformation from two dimensional data (a map

with users U1, U2, U3, and U4) to a single dimensional data (indexed 1 to 4

for clarification purposes)

Discussion : By definition k-anonymity involves more than one user, therefore

the research question RQ1 is not relevant for the proposed methods. Location
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k-anonymity is vulnerable to location linking attacks where the adversary continu-

ously computes the intersections of multiple cloaking regions and infers the user’s

location [6]. However, Equation 6 guarantees that even in the case that the ad-

versary knows the set of all possible cloaking regions, he cannot conclude the real

cloaking area with high accuracy, as it is illustrated in [43] (RQ3). The temporal

correlation between consecutive locations of users is not considered when generat-

ing or selecting the cloaking areas. Therefore anonymity-based methods also require

additional improvement to be used in protecting a trajectory of a single user (RQ2).

2.2 Location Data Analysis

For location data analysis, users share their true locations with a trusted data

curator. Then the latter uses the location data (i) to calculate aggregates, such as

the number of locations in each of the cells of the location space, and (ii) to extract

for user’s behavioural movement patterns. We summarize these uses in this section.

2.2.1 Location Aggregate Sharing

A common approach in location aggregation is to divide the location space in smaller

areas (cells), calculate the number of users in each cell, and use this number for

elaborate aggregates (such as means, medians) or to answer requests, such as range

queries. The concept of neighbourhood is applied as introduced in Definition 1 and

the global sensitivity (Definition 3) is calculated accordingly to calibrate the noise

added to the users’ counts in each cell. A challenge arise in designing a spatial divi-

sion method that optimizes the aggregates’ utility. For example, when a range query

covers multiple cells, noise may quickly accumulate from the cells’ counts reducing

the query’s utility. In this subsection we review two spatial division methods as

illustrated in Fig.6.

Grid Partitioning One way to release the number of users located on a map is by

laying a grid of equi-width cells over the location space, then counting the number

of users in each cell. Laplace noise is then added to each count with sensitivity 1,

since adding or removing a user changes the counts in each cell of the grid by a

maximum of 1. The challenge then is to select the grid granularity that induces

the lowest amount of noise and therefore assures utility. With the uniform grid

partitioning presented in [44], the selected granularity is proportional to the total

number of locations in the original data, the privacy budget ǫ, and a constant that

reflects how uniformly the locations are distributed on the grid cells.

A challenge arise with the uniform grid approach when answering range queries

that cover multiple cells fully or partially. Since the cumulative noise is proportional

to the number of cells involved in answering the range query, it is important to avoid

over-partitioning sparse areas or under-partitioning dense areas. An adaptive grid

partitioning is presented in [44], where a second level of grid partitioning is done

on denser areas. The granularity of the second partitioning depends on the noisy

count of the dense areas. The total privacy budget ǫ is then distributed on the two

levels of partitioning.

Crowdsourcing applications rely on knowing if any user is present at a specified

area in order to assign him/her a task. This creates a constraint on the second level
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(a) Private Spatial Decomposition (b) Grid partitioning

Figure 6: An example of the two spatial division approaches: (a) the space is

divided using a quad-tree, the number of users present in each cell is recorded

in the corresponding node (b) the space as divided using a grid of 2 by 2 and

the corresponding number of users

of the grid partitioning where it should guarantee that at least one user is in a cell.

To solve this issue, the work in [45], [46] propose a heuristic method to choose the

granularity of the second level partitioning but only to the point where there is at

least one user in a cell.

In addition to protecting the user’s locations, the assigned tasks also present

sensitive information in crowdsourcing. An adversary can potentially infer the user’s

location from tracking the accepted tasks, by linking the task’s location to the

user’s. Therefore, privacy method presented in [47] splits the original locations of

both tasks and workers in the crowdsourcing application into three-level grids to

better represent sparse and dense areas.

Private Spatial Decomposition Spatial decomposition [48] divide the location space

into smaller areas using a tree where each node represent a portion of the space

and the tree leaves are the smallest cells in the space. The number of users is

calculated at each node, including the leaves, and Laplace noise is added to generate

private aggregates. Similarly to grid partitioning method, the global sensitivity has

a value of 1. When answering a query, the tree is traversed to identify the nodes

that correspond to the regions covered by the query and the sum of corresponding

nodes’ counts is calculated.

There are two main types of spatial decomposition: data independent and data

dependent. Data independent decomposition does not consider the distribution of

the locations in space. For example, quad-trees recursively split the location space
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into four equal regions regardless of the number of locations in each region. An

example of data dependent decomposition is the kd-tree where the space is recur-

sively split via lines passing through a median calculated based on the location

distribution. However, in the case of data-dependent trees, an adversary can use

information, such as the median in case of kd-trees, to gain more knowledge about

users’ locations. Therefore, noise is also induced in the means to make the structure

of the tree differentially private too.

Since the set of nodes of each level in the tree cover the whole space, the challenge

is in distributing the privacy budget ǫ on the different levels of the tree. A uniform

distribution of the privacy budget over the tree’ levels is presented in [48]. However,

the utility decreases as the tree depth increases. A geometric budget allocation

strategy increases the budget geometrically at each tree level so the leaf counts

have the highest accuracy. To improve the query’s utility, it is also possible to use

an unbalanced quadtree partition algorithm based on regional uniformity as adopted

in [49]. Furthermore, the privacy budget allocation scheme is adjusted to ensure the

effectiveness of the differential privacy model.

Discussion : Grid partitioning and private spatial decomposition are intuitive

solutions to protect each user’s privacy by hiding his/her presence or absence in the

data (RQ1). However, the aggregates’ utility differ in each solution. A compari-

son of different tree structures for private spatial decomposition shows that kd-tree

performs best in skewed data (different levels of sparsity), while quadtree is better

suited to uniform spatial distributions [50]. Both grid-partitioning and private spa-

tial decomposition require adjustments to be used for trajectory aggregate privacy

as illustrated in [51] RQ2. All the presented solutions rely on a trusted data curator

that generates the private aggregates. This may lead to a vulnerability against the

centralized privacy attack RQ3.

2.2.2 Mining point-of-interests

Differentially private mining is concerned with extending the current non-private

mining algorithms to differentially private algorithms. Here, we focus on the most

common mined information in location data, namely mining for points-of-interest.

Points-of-interests are characterized by two parameters: the encompassing geo-

graphic region of interest and the number of users’ visits [52]. The challenge in

private mining for points-of-interests is in the magnitude of the global sensitivity:

the maximum difference in number of visits between neighbouring datasets can

range from 0 to the maximum visit frequency of users. This hinders utility since a

large global sensitivity results in utility loss due to the increased value of the added

noise.

One way to reduce the sensitivity is by using spatial decomposition [48] to cal-

culate local (smaller) sensitivity per geographic region as presented in [53], [54],

and [55]. The local sensitivity is then used to calibrate the Laplace noise of the to-

tal number of visits per geographic region. Then a density-based spatial clustering

(DBSCAN) [56] is used to identify the points-of-interests’ encompassing regions.

Finally Laplace noise is used to perturb the centroids of the regions of interests

with a local sensitivity that is based on the maximal difference of all points in the

encompassing region.
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Another approach to reduce the global sensitivity is by limiting the contribution

of any user’s visits to a given location. It can be achieved by sampling the location

data using a threshold l such that only l visits are retained per user as proposed

in [57]. This threshold is then used as the upper bound of the global sensitivity.

Discussion : The presented approaches protect each user’s privacy by hiding

his/her presence or absence in the data (RQ1). However, they do not take into

consideration the temporal correlation between users’ visits (RQ2). Furthermore,

limiting the number of location visits per user helps reduce the global sensitivity,

however it has the disadvantage of distorting large counts. As a consequence, impact-

ing the accuracy of the identified points-of-interests. The privacy attack conducted

in [58] shows that by using a machine learning classifier trained on the adversary’s

prior knowledge (location aggregates), the adversary is capable of inferring an in-

dividual’s membership in unseen location aggregate statistics RQ3.

3 Trajectory Privacy
As stated in Section 1, trajectory privacy is concerned with multiple sequential

locations. In this section, we review the real-time sharing of a user’s trajectory that

occur during the collection phase of the data flow. We also describe the different

approaches during the trajectory analysis for aggregation and mining.

3.1 Raw Trajectory Sharing

Sharing a user’s trajectory is useful in many cases. For example, in traffic dis-

patching, users sequence of locations can support traffic’s scheduling to avoid road

congestion. In this section we review real-time trajectory sharing and trajectory

publication.

3.1.1 Real-time Sharing

Real-time trajectory sharing methods make use of two aspects of location data:

spatial and temporal correlation between locations. We categorize the methods fol-

lowing these two aspects.

Spatial-correlation Methods Similarly to location privacy methods presented in

Section 2.1.1, spatial correlation methods use distance between the true and the re-

leased location to calibrate the degree of indistinguishability (Equation 3). However,

the privacy guarantee decreases over the trajectory due to the repeated application

of differential privacy in time ( due to the sequential composition property Def-

inition 1). As a consequence, the solutions reviewed here tackle this problem by

reducing the need to consume the privacy budget ǫ at each location sharing.

R-tree is used to cache previously release private location in [59]. When sharing

a location, the privacy mechanism first traverses the R-tree to find a previously

released private location that satisfies the indistinguishability requirement. If such

a location exists then it is released instead of calculating a new private location.

This method optimizes the use of the privacy budget over the user’s trajectory.

Another way to improve the consumption of the privacy budget is by making

use of the predictability of users movements [60], [61]. At each timestamp, the

privacy algorithm predicts a location based on the previously released ones. If the
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predicted location is close enough to the user’s true location, then it is released.

Hence decreasing the privacy budget used for the trajectory. Otherwise, a portion

of the privacy budget ǫ is used to generate a new private location.

Discussion : Similarly to raw location sharing methods, privacy is guaranteed

by shifting the indistinguishability to the observed locations of a single user in-

stead of the presence or absence of the user in the original data RQ1. Furthermore,

the reviewed solutions take into account the user’s movement predictability and

regularity either by caching previously released locations or by predicting future

locations RQ2. Even obfuscated location sharing discloses information which poses

a risk to privacy as demonstrated in the mobility profile localization attack [7]. Fur-

thermore, the study conducted in [62] explores the vulnerability of distance-based

methods against this attack. It shows that the frequency of location sharing di-

rectly impacts the efficiency of the privacy guarantee. Moreover, the privacy attack

presented in [63] shows that the co-location of users can disclose one’s social con-

nections, intimate partners, or more. Since the presented method considers a single

user’s trajectory, it might put the users at risk of the co-location privacy attack

RQ3.

Temporal Correlation Methods Temporal correlation methods use the predictabil-

ity of the user’s movement to guarantee privacy. Let us consider the user’s true

location xt at timestamp t. temporal correlation methods share a private location

xt
′ calculated based on the temporal correlation between xt and the true location

xt−1 at timestamp t− 1.

The solution presented in [64] and [65] build a set of all probabilistic locations St

that a user may occupy at timestamp t with a given threshold α as follows:

St = min{xi|
∑

xi

pt
−[i] ≥ 1− α} (7)

where α is the probability threshold, xi is a location in St, pt
−[i] is the prior

probability of the user being at location xi at timestamp t.

The true location xt is assumed to be part of St set and correction measures

are taken if not. The privacy mechanism reports one of the locations in St with

ǫ-differential privacy guarantee. This is formalized as follows:

Pr[M(x1) = xt
′] ≤ eǫ × Pr[M(x2) = xt

′] (8)

where M is the privacy mechanism, x1 and x2 are any locations in St, ǫ is the

privacy budget, and xt
′) is the reported location.

The privacy algorithm relies on the global sensitivity of the locations in the can-

didate set St. For example, if the global sensitivity is calculated in terms of the

maximal distance between the locations in neighbouring candidate sets (Definition

3), the resulting value may be high and induce low utility. Therefore, the proposed

solution transforms the locations in the St set to an isomorphic shape to reduce the

sensitivity. Then a location is sampled from the resulting transformation using the

newly calculated global sensitivity and shared as the private location xt
′.
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Discussion : The proposed method achieves privacy while considering the loca-

tions of a single user by making his/her location indistinguishable from the point

of view of an adversary RQ1. Moreover, the proposed solutions take into account

the user’s movement regularity by predicting the next location to protect the user’s

trajectory RQ2. Finally, the privacy attack presented in [63] shows that the co-

location of users can disclose one’s social connections, intimate partners, or more.

Since the presented method considers a single user’s trajectory, it might put the

users at risk of the co-location privacy attack RQ3.

3.1.2 Raw Trajectory Publication

Raw trajectory publishing is useful in many situations. For instance, having ac-

cess to high-quality trajectory data is the prerequisite for effective data mining.

However, obfuscating each locations individually might result in unrealistic-looking

trajectories such as the zigzagged shape illustrated in Fig.7. The methods presented

in this section aim at guaranteeing users’ privacy while maintaining the trajectories’

utility.

When publishing a trajectory, the maximum distance between two consecutive

points in the trajectory can be used to calibrate the added noise as the global

sensitivity. This is adopted in [66] by bounding the global sensitivity value when

protecting ships’ trajectories. However, the resulting trajectories have zigzag shapes

and many crossings and are unrepresentative of the original ones.

Figure 7: An example of zigzagged trajectory generated with Laplace noise

[66]

To solve this problem, the presented solution samples locations to publish using

the exponential mechanism by taking into account the direction and maximum

speed of the ships. At each location, the angle and distance with the previous one
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is calculated, then noise relative to these values is sampled and used to obfuscate

the current location.

Another way to avoid generating unrealistically shaped private trajectories is to

privately sample locations from the trajectory and interpolate between them to

get a smooth trajectory. This is adopted in [67] by partitioning the trajectory into

segments, then uniformly sampling locations from these segments, and finally in-

terpolating the sampled locations with Bezier.

The method presented in [68] [69], and [70] aim at preserving the semantic signif-

icance of the perturbed location. It builds an obfuscation region around containing

candidate locations that have similar semantic significance. Then, the exponential

mechanism is used to sample a location from the obfuscation region.

Discussion : The presented methods guarantee a user’s privacy by making every

location in his/her trajectory indistinguishable from the point of view of an adver-

sary (RQ1, RQ2). However, the attack presented in [71] shows that given a set of

known trajectories and their pairwise distances to a private trajectory, it is possi-

ble to infer the private trajectory with high confidence. By obfuscating individual

locations in the trajectory, noise is induced into the pairwise distances between tra-

jectories, which may reduce the success of this privacy attack [71]. Another privacy

attack is possible by considering the location-correlated information between users

and background knowledge attack to obtain the user’s private trajectory as shown

in [72]. A solution to neutralize such attacks is presented [73] RQ3.

3.2 Trajectory Data Analysis

For trajectory data analysis, users share their true trajectories with a trusted data

curator. Then the latter uses the trajectories (i) to calculate aggregates, such as the

number of locations in all the cells of the location space at each timestamp, and (ii)

to extract the user’s behavioural movement patterns. We summarize the presented

methods based on these objectives.

3.2.1 Trajectory Aggregate Sharing

When continuously publishing location statistics for monitoring purposes such as

traffic analysis and social trends observation, the privacy of the user’s trajectory is

compromised. Continuous privacy guarantee approaches are categorized into user-

level and event-level [9]. Event-level privacy protects several events in the data se-

quence while user-level privacy protects the entire sequence. For example, in privacy

solutions for trajectory aggregates, event-level privacy hides the user’s participation

to a single timestamp in the trajectory’s aggregate, the timestamp where the mon-

itored event occurs. While user-level privacy hides the user’s participation in the

aggregates of each timestamp. The challenge in achieving user-level privacy is the

degradation of the privacy guarantee du to the accumulation of privacy budget ǫ at

each timestamp. The presented solutions aim at achieving a balance between user-

level and the event-level privacy by managing the privacy budget distribution. We

categorize the solutions into: (i) interval-based method: where user-level privacy

is guaranteed in the whole trajectory by selecting timestamps to add noise and

approximating aggregates for the in-between timestamps, and (ii) sliding window

method: where user-level privacy is guaranteed within a window of timestamps that

slides over the whole trajectory aggregates.
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Interval-based Methods The privacy guarantee quickly degrades when differential

privacy is applied continuously. Especially that the privacy guarantee by a factor

of up to eTǫ for T consecutive location collection due to the sequential composition

property of differential privacy (Theorem 1). For example, if we want to protect the

users’ privacy with an indistinguishability level of ǫ = 1 in a trajectory aggregate

composed of 1000 timestamp, then we would have to apply differential privacy at

each timestamp with the privacy budget ǫ
1000 = 0, 001. The problem is that the

smaller the privacy budget, the higher the added noise. Therefore, this approach

does not provide acceptable utility. The sample and interpolate solutions solve this

problem by choosing timestamps where to use a portion of the privacy budget

to calculate a private aggregate, and interpolate the aggregates of the in-between

timestamps as illustrated in Fig.8. This requires answering the following questions:

what strategy to use to sample the timestamps where private aggregates are calcu-

lated? how to allocate the privacy budget over the sampled timestamps? and how

to interpolate the in-between aggregates?

The framework presented in [74], [75], [74] uses intervals to sample the private

aggregate calculation, and prediction to release the in-between aggregates. At each

timestamp, the framework predicts the next aggregate value based on the previ-

ously observed private aggregates. At sampling timestamps, the framework uses a

corrector to reduce the error between the predicted and the private aggregate, the

resulting value is then released. While the predicted aggregates are released for the

in-between timestamps. The privacy budget is allocated evenly between all sampling

timestamps.

Fixed-rate intervals samples the trajectory aggregates based on a pre-defined in-

terval. The challenge then is to determine the optimal interval size. When the in-

terval size is low the perturbation error introduced at each time stamp is increased.

On the other hand, when the interval size is high, the released aggregates will not

reflect up-to-date data values. To solve this problem, adaptive sampling based on

proportional-integral-derivation controller (PID) is presented in [74] and [76]. PID

controller is a form of feedback control mainly used to measure the variation of sam-

pling performance over time [77]. The feedback is the error between the posterior

and the prior estimated aggregates at each timestamp.

Sliding Window Methods Interval-based methods require knowing the overall

length of the trajectory aggregates for privacy budget management, which is not al-

ways possible. The sliding window methods achieve a balance between user-privacy

and event-level privacy by guaranteeing indistinguishability within a sliding win-

dow of n timestamps as illustrated in Fig.9. This requires answering the following

questions: what is the optimal window size? how to allocate the privacy budget over

the timestamps within the sliding window?

w − event privacy is a sliding window method presented in [78], [79]. A privacy

mechanism is applied at each timestamp of the sliding window to: (1) determine if

a portion of the privacy budget is going to be used to calculate a private aggregate,

and (2) manage the privacy budget allocation at the current timestamp to guar-

antee that the overall privacy budget in the sliding window does not exceed the

privacy budget (ǫ). At each timestamp the similarity between the aggregate at the
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Figure 8: The interval-based method: timestamps are sampled based on an

interval where a private aggregate is calculated with a portion of the privacy

budget. The timestamps in-between approximate the private aggregate.

current timestamp and the last privately released aggregate is evaluated based on

a threshold to decide if a new private release is required. If the difference is below a

threshold, then it is more beneficial to approximate the current aggregate with the

last private release. Otherwise, noise drawn from Laplace distribution is added to

the aggregate using a portion of the privacy budget ǫ, then released.

Two privacy budget allocation approaches are proposed to generate the Laplace

noise: the budget distribution and the budget absorption. The budget distribu-

tion approach allocates the privacy budget in an exponentially decreasing fashion,

favouring the earlier timestamps with exponentially more budget than the later

ones. Initially, the budget absorption approach distributes the budget uniformly to

all w timestamps. Then, the accumulated privacy budget from timestamps where a

noisy release is not required becomes available for future private release.

When the users’ trajectories are sparse in time, the locations that need to be

privately protected may stretch on a window time larger than w. Therefore, ℓ −

trajectory defines a window size that contains ℓ different locations that the user

visited instead of timestamps [80].

The sliding window approach is also used in [81], but with variable size windows.

The solution considers traffic data property, such as road structure and time-based

traffic variation to adaptively select the window size. A transition matrix between

road sections and intersections is used to model the network connectivity. If a road

has three consecutive segments, then it is easy to predict a user trajectory at the cor-

responding three consecutive timestamps. Therefore, the size of the sliding window

is calculated based on the entropy value extracted from the transition matrix. The

privacy budget is exponentially decreasing with each timestamp with a decaying

factor determined by the maximum possible window size.

Discussion : The interval-based methods guarantee the user’s privacy in trajec-

tory aggregates while taking into account the user’s movement regularity by fac-

toring in the predicted aggregates to release a private aggregates RQ2. The sliding

window methods achieve the same goal by adjusting the sliding window size based
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Figure 9: An example of the sliding window approach with a window size

of 3 timestamps. The privacy budget is not consumed at timestamps where

the aggregates are similar. The privacy budget within each sliding window is

below ǫ.

on the changes in the trajectory aggregates RQ2. However, the privacy attack con-

ducted in [14] shows that it is possible to recover individual user trajectories from

aggregated mobility data without any prior information. This is achieved by exploit-

ing the uniqueness and regularity of human mobility. Moreover, the problem with

the trusted curator model adopted in these methods is its vulnerability to privacy

attacks in which an adversary accesses the data gathered by the data curator be-

fore the data obfuscation takes place [34] . Several works ( [82], [83], and [84]) show

that a well designed perturbation schema can reduce the regularity and unique-

ness of any individual users’ trajectory RQ3. Therefore the presented methods are

robust against attacks that exploit the user’s movement regularity. Additionally,

several works ( [85], [86] ) combined these methods with the local differential pri-

vacy setting to neutralize the vulnerability against the centralized privacy attack

aforementioned.

3.2.2 Mining Frequent Travel Patterns

Finding frequent travel patterns is concerned with counting the number of times a

sequence appears in a dataset of trajectories. Guaranteeing an individual’s privacy

in this setting means that his presence or absence does not impact the resulting

travel patterns by much (proportional to ǫ). However offering such guarantee is not

an easy task. Let use consider a domain with l locations, mining for a sequence

of length m would require considering all lm possible sequences. Quantifying an

individual’s participation impact on all these sequence can be very difficult. For

instance, adding or removing a location in the dataset may generate a new sequence,

therefore hindering the calculation of the global sensitivity.

The trajectories can be represented with a tree to model all possible sequences

and their corresponding frequency as presented in [87] and [88]. The root node

does not correspond to any location in the dataset; it marks the beginning of every

sequence. The edges represent the transitions between two locations in a trajectory.

Each node holds a location and the number of trajectories it appears in. Then
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the most frequent patterns are extracted from the tree. To guarantee differential

privacy, Laplace noise is added to the number of location appearance at each node

in the tree.

One limitation of the trees model is the necessity to bound the tree height, re-

sulting in dropping some travel patterns. To remedy this limitations, probabilistic

model is used in [89] to represent contiguous subsequences of size n (n-grams). An

exploration tree is used to model the patterns frequencies in the trajectories. Laplace

noise is added corresponding to the path length to achieve differential privacy. Vari-

able length n-grams are then extracted from the exploration tree representing the

probability of occurrence of each subsequence of length n.

Discussion : The tree-based methods guarantee the user’s privacy in mining tra-

jectories for frequent patterns by carefully inducing noise to the uniqueness of any

individual users’ trajectory RQ2. Similarly to the methods presented for trajectory

aggregate sharing, the tree-based method is robust against attacks that exploit the

user’s movement regularity. However, since the method relies on a trusted central-

ized curator, it can be vulnerable to centralized privacy attacks RQ3.

4 Future Directions
A summary of the solutions presented for location privacy and trajectory privacy

are summarized in Tables 1 and 2 respectively. We identify the challenges in each

category and introduce the areas that require further attention: the utility and

privacy tradeoff, the privacy needs in application domains, and the resiliency to

privacy attacks.

4.1 Utility and Privacy Tradeoff

The definition of utility and privacy depends on the objective of applying differential

privacy: protecting the user’s location, such as in the case of location collection, or

the presence/absence of the user in the dataset, such as the case of sharing location

aggregates.

Usually in raw location privacy, the distance between the private and true loca-

tions is used to measure utility. Privacy solutions that use to calculate the private

location treat space in a uniform way, regardless of the privacy needs difference be-

tween regions. For example, choosing a large radius of private location calculation

in a dense area may skew the significance of the released private location. Con-

sequently imposing the addition of the same amount of noise everywhere on the

location space results in a utility loss as introduced in Challenge C1. The solution

presented in [90] defines an elastic indistinguishability metric that links the privacy

needs to the region population density. It captures the different degrees of density of

each area on the map, and a randomization algorithm that adapts the level of noise

while achieving the same degree of privacy everywhere. However, further investiga-

tion of retaining the semantic significance of the user’s location when releasing the

private location is also necessary.

Laplace mechanism is de-facto mechanism for protecting the user’s privacy when

sharing location and trajectory aggregates. When applied to location data, Laplace

is usually combined with techniques such as spatial decomposition. However, it

may yield large noise in some cases, such as range queries and mining for points-

of-interests. Further improvements on the utility of private analysis of location and

trajectory data are necessary.
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Builds a representation of the travel patterns with

private frequencies
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reveal or conceal pieces of their location data. For LBS applications, [91] shows

that for different types of LBS, the privacy leak can be on the location, or on the

query or both. In crowdsourcing systems, the user’s identity and location must be

protected, however there are may be no queries to protect (Challenge C2). Further-

more, different application domains may require different accuracy levels. Support-

ing applications that require precise information, such as calculating eTolling fees,

while guaranteeing differential privacy is yet to be explored.

4.3 Privacy Attacks Resiliency

The reviewed methods that protect raw locations and trajectories guarantee the

user’s privacy by shifting the indistinguishability to the observed locations of a

single user instead of the presence or absence of the user. However, this creates op-

portunities for novel privacy attacks (Challenge C3), such as the inference attack

presented in [31]. The adversary predicts the user’s points-of-interests with reason-

able precision (63% of the points of interests were identified) based on the reported

perturbed locations. Furthermore, many of the proposed solutions rely on a trusted

centralized curator. We believe that similar evaluation of privacy attacks need to

be investigated in the differential privacy variations that release private locations.

5 Conclusion
This paper presents an overview of differential privacy advances in location and

trajectory data. We mapped the differential privacy solutions to the data flow as

follows: (i) raw location and trajectory collection and (ii) privacy-preserving frame-

works that design solutions for aggregation and mining. Several aspects of location

and trajectory data are taken into account when designing location and trajec-

tory collection, including the spatial and temporal correlation between locations.

The analysis frameworks combine the traditional differential privacy mechanisms

(Laplace, exponential, randomized response) with partitioning and clustering tech-

niques to tackle the high sensitivity challenge in location data. Although differen-

tial privacy is originally designed for statistical datasets, the subsequent literature

proves its power and versatility in guaranteeing privacy in novel settings, such as lo-

cation obfuscation. However, there are research directions that need to be explored,

such as the impact of the high sensitivity on the utility of the shared data, the

satisfaction of different privacy needs in application domains, and the robustness of

the designed solutions w.r.t location privacy attacks.
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Figures

Figure 1

Location and trajectory data flow: analysis is performed on the data collected from end users, including
aggregation and mining. Privacy risks are present in every step.



Figure 2

The categorization taxonomy based on the location and trajectory data flow



Figure 3

Differentially private mechanisms for raw location sharing report a private location x0 after processing
the true location x

Figure 4

Differentially private anonymizer for sharing locations

Figure 5

An example of a transformation from two dimensional data (a map with users U1, U2, U3, and U4) to a
single dimensional data (indexed 1 to 4 for clarification purposes)



Figure 6

An example of the two spatial division approaches: (a) the space is divided using a quad-tree, the number
of users present in each cell is recorded in the corresponding node (b) the space as divided using a grid of
2 by 2 and the corresponding number of users



Figure 7

An example of zigzagged trajectory generated with Laplace noise [66]



Figure 8

The interval-based method: timestamps are sampled based on an interval where a private aggregate is
calculated with a portion of the privacy budget. The timestamps in-between approximate the private
aggregate.

Figure 9

An example of the sliding window approach with a window size of 3 timestamps. The privacy budget is
not consumed at timestamps where the aggregates are similar. The privacy budget within each sliding
window is below.


